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The rainforest at Hamburger Bahnhof
We’re bringing the Brazilian rainforest to Berlin: our virtual reality experience Inside
Tumucumaque will be shown at Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum for Contemporary Art –
Berlin from 07-11 May 2019.
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Explore the Amazon rainforest from the perspective of its animal inhabitants
How does a poison dart frog perceive its environment? How does it feel to navigate through the dense
jungle at night as a vampire bat?
In the water, in the undergrowth, high above the treetops or in the air at night: the virtual reality
experience Inside Tumucumaque allows visitors to immerse themselves in the fascinating world of the
Amazon, to discover its native wildlife in their natural habitat and experience the way they perceive the
world.
With the help of ultraviolet color spectra, movements in super slow motion, visualizations of echo
sounder locations and colour night vision as well as spatial 3D sound, the perception of animals is
interpreted as a sensual experience comprehensible for the human perception system.
The virtual reality experience will be available at Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für Gegenwart –
Berlin during the last week of the exhibition How to talk with birds, trees, fish, shells, snakes, bulls
and lions.

Inside Tumucumaque - a Virtual Reality Experience
07-11 May 2019 | Free entry
Hamburger Bahnhof - Museum für Gegenwart - Berlin
Opening times: Tue, Wed, Fri 10 am - 6 pm, Thu 10 am - 8 pm, Sat 11 am - 6 pm

For further information and tour stops see: www.insidetumucumaque.com

Inside Tumucumaque is a project of Interactive Media Foundation and Filmtank, co-created
with Artificial Rome, in cooperation with Museum für Naturkunde Berlin.
This event is made possible by the Interactive Media Foundation in cooperation with the
Nationalgalerie – Staatliche Museen zu Berlin.
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More on the Interactive Media Foundation
The Interactive Media Foundation is an internationally operating creative studio that develops concepts
for young target audiences covering culturally and socially relevant issues. An interdisciplinary team is
constantly exploring new and proven narrative formats ranging from digital formats and films to events
and workshops that succeed in reaching relevant target audiences with topics from the fields of art,
technology, the environment and healthcare. The productions of the non-profit organisation based in
Berlin are regularly recognised with national and international awards in the fields of education, art and
media.
www.interactivemedia-foundation.com
More on Artificial Rome
The creative studio Artificial Rome combines aesthetics and technology into digital experiences with a
very special ‘human touch’. Straddling the line between commercial and artistically challenging
projects, their work has been and continues to be recognised with numerous international awards.
www.artificialrome.com
More on Filmtank
The multiple award-winning production company with offices in Hamburg, Berlin and Ludwigsburg
originally produced documentary films, but today produces a whole galaxy of content. While the
Hamburg and Ludwigsburg sites mainly develop films for cinema, the Berlin office specialises in crossmedia content. Filmtank’s productions have received numerous international awards, including the
groundbreaking cross-media project Netwars – Out of Control.
All Filmtank productions share one common goal: to overcome boundaries, creatively explore
significant themes and broaden horizons.
www.filmtank.de

